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CLASS - XII

SESSION: 2023-24

MP-BOARD PATTERN QUESTION PAPER

SUBJECT: PHYSICS (THEORY)

Maximum Marks: 70           Time Allowed: 3 hours.

General Instructions: :
(i) All questions are compulsory.


(ii) Q. No. 1 to 5 are objective type questions in which multiple choice questions are of 6 marks, fill in the blanks

are of 6 marks, true/false questions are of 5 marks, match the columns are of 6 marks and answer in one word
/ sentence are of 5 marks



(iii) Q. No. 6 to 12 in about 50 words, each question carries 2 marks.


(iv) Q. No. 13 to 16 in about 75 words, each question carries 3 marks.


(v) Q. No. 17 to 20 in about 120 words, each question carries 4 marks.


(vi) There are internal choice in Q. No. 6 to Q. No. 20.


(vii) Draw neat and labelled diagram wherever required.



SECTION - A

Q.1 Choose the correct answer of the following :- 1 6 6 

   
1. The work done in rotating a dipole of dipole moment p through an angle 180° from direction of uniform electric

field E is

1. 2pE 2. pE 3. 
1

pE
2

4. Zero

   p  E  180° 

  

1. 2pE 2. pE 3. 
1

pE
2

4. Zero

2. The specific resistance of a wire depends upon :
1. Length 2. Diameter 3. Mass 4.  Material

     

1.  2.  3.  4.  
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3. A moving charge produces :
1. Only electric field 2. Only magnetic field
3. Both electric and magnetic field 4. Neither electeric nor magnetic field.

  

1.    2.   

3.     4.       
4. In a compound microscope the focal length of eyepiece is:

1. More than that of objective lens 2. Less than that of objective lens
3. Equal to that of objective lens 4. None of these

 

1.     2.   

3.     4.    

5. The two waves y
1
 = 4 sint and y

2
 = 3sin t

3

   
 

 interfere at a point. The amplitude of resultant wave will be :

1. 7 2. 6 3. 5 4.  3.5

y
1
 = 4 sinty

2
 = 3sin t

3

   
 

 

1. 7 2. 6 3. 5 4.  3.5
6. According to Bohr the speed of electron of first orbit is :

1. 
137

c
2. 137 c 3. 137 + c 4.  

c

137

   

1. 
137

c
2. 137 c 3. 137 + c 4.  

c

137

Q.2 Fill in the blank write : 1 6 6 

 
1. The temperature coefficient of resistance of a semiconductor is ___________.

  __________  
2. ___________is the range of wavelength of visible light

   __________ 
3. In an ideal coupling the value of coupling coefficient K is _________.

 (K) __________  
4. The angle of incidence corresponding to which the angle of refraction become 90o is called as ________.

 90o  _________ 
5. The resistance of semiconductor _______ on adding impurity in it.

  ______.
6. The electron revolve round the nucleus in such orbits in which the value of angular momentum is integral

multiple of __________.

       

_________    
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Q.3 Write/True or False : 1 5 5 

 
(a) Rutherford's model was succed to explain the stability of atom.

       
(b) Electron volt is unit of energy.

  
(c) If medium is same, then the speed of secondary wavelet will be same as the original waves.

         
(d) The penetrating power of  - rays is maximum.

 -      
(e) In the equatorial position of dipole, the potential remains zero.

         

Q.4 Match the column 1 6 6 

Column A Column B

(i) Biot savart law (i) Zero

(ii) Resistance of ideal ammeter (ii) 

(iii) Resistance of ideal voltmeter (iii) 0
2

Idlsin
.

4 r

 


(iv) Minimum energy required for (iv) L
emisoion of e-

(v) Number of photon (v) Work function

(vi) Inductive reactance (vi) Intensity of light

Match the column

 

(i)     (i) 

(ii)   (ii) 

(iii)    (iii) 0
2

Idlsin
.

4 r

 


(iv) e-     (iv) L
(v)   (v) 

(vi)   (vi) 

Q.5 Answer the following in one word / one sentence  :- 1 5 5 

(a)  What is relation between radius of a current carrying coil and magnetic field produced at it centre?

          
(b) Whose drift velocity is greater holes or electrone.

       
(c) What is the order of radius of nucleus of an atom?
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(d)  Which type of the sources of light are required for interference?

     
(e)  Who discovered the electron?

   

SECTION - B
Q.6 In an a.c. circuit containing (i) only inductance, (ii) Only capacitance, what will be the phase difference between

current and voltage? [2]
              

OR - 
What is wattless current ? Can we achieve it in real practice?

         
Q.7 When a bar magnet is cut into two equal pieces  perpendicular to its axis, then what will be the change

in its magnetic moment? [2]
     

  

OR - 
 A Closely wound solenoid of 800 turns and area of cross-section 4 22.5 10 m carries a current of 3.0

A. Explain the sense in which the solenoid acts like s bar magnet. What is its associated magnetic moment?

800   4 22.5 10 m    3.0 A      

       
Q.8 Write one use of each:  [2]

   

(i) Microwaves  (ii) Infrared ray 

(iii) Ultraviolet rays  (iv) Gama rays  

OR - 
A radio can tune into any station in the 7.5 MHz to 12 MHz band. What is the corresponding wavelength
band?

7.5 MHz 12 MHz       
Q.9 A concave lens and a convex lens of same focal length is kept in contact. What will be the focal length and

power of the combination. [2]
   

  

OR - 
What are the factor upon which refractive index of the medium  depends?

      
Q.10 What is cut off potential? [2]

   

OR - 
Find energy of photon of wavelength 4000 Å.

4000 Å    
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Q.11 The ionization energy of hydrogen atom is 13.6 eV.  An electron which jumps from ground state to n = 4
state. Calculate the wavelength of photon. [2]
13.6 eV  n = 4 

  

OR - 
Explain the bohr's quantization condition of angular momentum.

  
Q.12 Write properties of nucler force. Prove that the density of nucluse is independent of mass number.[2]

          

OR - 
An imaginary fission reaction is given below :

236 141 b 1
a92 36 0x Y Z 3 n  

Find out value of a and b.

  
236 141 b 1

a92 36 0x Y Z 3 n  

a b 

SECTION - C
Q.13 Derive an expression for electric potential due to a point charge. Is it scalar or vector and why? [3]

           

OR - 
Derive an expression of electric field intensity on a point in axial position (end on position) of an electric
dopole.

        
Q.14 What do you understand by internal resistance of a cell ? On what factors docs it depend and how?[3]

         

OR - 
Derive the principle of wheatasone bridge by kirchhoff's law.

       
Q.15 State the prove Ampere's circuital law. [3]

      

OR - 
Derive an  expression for the torque acting on a bar magnet placed in a uniform mangetic field making and

angle with the field and hence define magnetic moments with it help.

        
    

Q.16 Define focal length of a spherical mirror. Find out the relation between u, v and  f  for spherical mirror.  [3]
    u, v  f   

OR - 
Explain Huygen's theory of secondary wavelets.
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SECTION - D
Q.17 State Gauss' law and find out intensity of electric field at a point due to line charge. [4]

         

OR - 
Derive an expression for the capacity of a parallel plate capacitor, when a dielectric medium between
the plates is partially filled.



 
Q.18 Derive an expression for self -inductance of a long  solenoid. On what factors does it depend? [4]

         

OR - 
What is transformer ? Describe its principle and different type of energy losses in it.

        

Q.19 Derive an expression 
1 1 1

f v u
   showing relation between u, v and f for a convex lens [4]

 u, v  f
1 1 1

f v u
   

OR - 
Obtain the conditions for maximum and minimum intensity of light in Young's double slit experiment.

        
Q.20 Define N and P type semicondutors. Explain the working of P-N junction with circuit digram in forword

and reverse bias. [4]
N P P-N 

 

OR - 
What is rectification ? Explain half - wave rectification by diode on the basis of following points :
(i) Labelled diagram of circuit (ii) Working

        

(i)    (ii) 

**********************


